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In this work, we describe the preparation of emulsions of fluorinated ferrofluid droplets suspended in a yield-stress hydrogel (Bingham fluid) with potential applications for ultrasound (US) spectroscopy and imaging. Fluorinated ferrofluids were obtained using an original multi-step process leading to the proper suspension of magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) coated by a layer of fluoroalkylsilane in fluorinated oil. The efficiency of the sol-gel coating reaction was followed by several methods including infrared and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, small angle neutron scattering and magnetometry. The resulting suspension of silanized-MNPs behaves as a true fluorinated ferrofluid, remaining stable (i.e. a monophase suspension of well dispersed MNPs) in magnetic inductions as high as 7 T. These ferrofluids were employed to prepare monodispersed emulsions in a Bingham gel using a robotic injection device. Using ultrasound spectroscopy, we show that the emulsion droplets behave as Mie-type acoustic waves resonators due to the high sound-speed contrast between the droplets and the matrix. When subjected to a magnetic field, the ferrofluid droplets elongate in the field direction, which in return modifies the acoustic response of the material. The resonance frequency peaks scale as the inverse of the emulsion droplet size encountered by the wave propagation vector. These results might open a new road towards the realisation of ultrasound contrast agents guided by magnetic fields and with a tuneable attenuation spectrum.

1 Introduction

Possessing numerous original properties, fluorinated materials are used in a wide variety of applications such as coating agents for cooking devices or fabrics, ion exchange membranes or as biomaterials for cardiovascular implants. They present low thermal conductivity, high mass density, chemical inertia, and unflammability. Thus, several companies developed low viscosity perfluoro- or semi-fluorinated oils with good biocompatibility for applications such as blood substitutes, medical devices or ultrasound contrast agents, together with low environmental cost i.e. zero ozone-depletion and low greenhouse effect of their vapour in the atmosphere. The spreading in environment by industry of perfluoroalkanes motivated toxicological studies. If perfluorooctanoic acid (PFOA) was shown to exhibit very slow clearance from living organisms, ascribed to the outstanding stability of carbon-fluorine bonds, other fluorinated chemicals are considered as “bio-safe”. Among them, fluorinated ultrasound contrast agents (UCA) commonly referred to as “microbubbles” are authorized for intravenous injection in humans under brand names as SonoVue®, Optison®, Imavis®, Definity®, Imagent®...

Due to their very low solubility in water (less than 10 ppm) and, on the contrary, to their high compressibility and ability to dissolve large quantities of gases (O₂, N₂, CO₂...), volatile fluorocarbons can indeed be used to fill the inner components of microbubbles. The UCA echogenicity relies on the impedance contrast between tissues mainly made of water (Z_{water} ≈ 1.5×10^9 Rayl) and the materials to be injected, which is often a gas phase (Z_{air} ≈ 340 Rayl). However gas microbubbles also have a short lifetime due to their physicochemical instability in a fluid and tendency to rapidly burst or to coalesce. One way to increase the lifetime of UCA in blood is to mix air with a perfluorocarbon gas that presents very low solubility in water, thus acting as “osmotic agent” and slowing down the Ostwald ripening process. Several routes were developed to obtain longer-lasting UCA, on the one hand by coating the bubbles with a stabilising shell of lipids or polymers, on the other hand by adding to air or nitrogen a partial pressure of fluorinated gas, in that case wrapped by a shell of hydrogenated or F-alkylated double-tailed phospholipids. Typical volatile fluoroalkanes incorporated in microbubbles are octafluoropropane, decafluorobutane, tetradecafluorohexane (commercialised by 3M as the Fluorinert™ FC-72 reference), or perfluorooyctylbromide (PFOB). Recently, several teams reported the decoration of the surface of microbubbles by iron oxide nanoparticles, both for pure air and for mixed air/fluorocarbon gas bubbles. The idea was to be able to guide such magnetic microbubbles against the strong flow-rate of blood circulation by the use of a magnetic field gradient.

Thus, the US imaging community is still in search for alternatives to gas bubbles, which present a high echogenicity but poor long term stability. We propose here a new type of materials...
made of fluorinated ferrofluid oil droplets exhibiting both a large sound-speed contrast (~1/3) with aqueous media (500 m s⁻¹ / 1500 m s⁻¹) and sensitivity to an external magnetic fluid. When dispersed in an aqueous yield-stress matrix, magnetic fluorinated oil droplets are not only magnetically guidable but also exhibit strong Mie resonances at specific frequencies, varying with the intensity of an applied magnetic field and its orientation with respect to the wave propagation vector. Such magneto-responsive attenuation properties are described precisely in a companion article. The present manuscript deals with chemistry and soft-matter methods necessary to build this tuneable acoustic material. First, we describe the process used to synthesise the magnetic nanoparticles and to coat them with a layer of perfluorosilane. This fluorinated ferrofluid is then fully characterised by different spectroscopic, microscopic and magnetic methods. At last, we present the fabrication of a monodisperse emulsion in an aqueous yield-stress fluid and an example of tuneable acoustic properties.

Since decades, sol-gel methods have opened a golden gate towards the so-called “soft chemistry” which enables to obtain organic-inorganic nano-sized or nano-structured hybrid materials based on silica exhibiting a wide variety of structures and morphologies, and more recently on metal-oxide frameworks. Organosilanes are commonly used to functionalise silica surfaces by a hydrolysis-condensation mechanism initiated at the inorganic surface, that is rich in silanol moieties (Si-OH) arising from the hydrated state of the solid surface. The same reactions exist for the hydrated surface of iron oxide (Fe-OH groups), but they have been much less developed. The chemical grafting of molecules onto iron oxides often starts by the coating with a molecular monolayer of (3-aminopropyl)triethoxysilane (APTS).

This short molecule is too small to bring enough electrosteric repulsions between particles to confer any colloidal stability to the MNPs in water, but they provide amino groups enabling further functionalisation steps. Several studies involve a ligand-exchange process starting from an initial oleic acid monolayer that is replaced by the organosilane. Apart from APTS, other organosilanes were grafted onto the surface of iron oxide MNPs, such as (3-glycidyloxypropyl)trimethoxysilane, cyanoethyltrimethoxysilane, or 2-bromo-2-methyl-N-(3-triethoxysilyl)propyl)propanamide to initiate polymer chain growth by a “grafting-from” controlled polymerisation method.

In almost all the previous works, silanization was an intermediate step needed to anchor a molecular shell around the magnetic cores by covalent bonds, which is preferable than most common adsorption routes with chelating ligands such as carboxylic acids, phosphates, sulfonates or catecholes. Only macromolecular silanes such as triethoxy(methoxypolyethylenoxy)silane or trifluoroethylester-poly(ethyleneglycol) were shown to achieve direct colloidal stabilisation of MNPs in water before any further coupling reaction.

Approach developed here

In this study, we propose to accomplish the chemical grafting of 1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorodecyltriethoxysilane (PFDT) leading to stable colloidal suspensions of iron oxide MNPs in fluorinated oils. The goal for this magnetic fluid is to remain monophasic whatever the strength of an applied magnetic field, which is the definition of a fluorinated “true ferrofluid” (as opposed to a magneto-rheological fluid, where the MNPs make dipolar chains under a magnetic field). Due to the insolubility of perfluorinated molecules in hydrogenated solvents, we propose a route (Scheme 1) starting by adsorption of a perfluoropoly(ether) carboxylic acid (PFPE-COOH, Krytox™ 157-FSH, Dupont) onto the positively charged surface of iron oxide followed by ligand-exchange and silanization with PFDT, leading to stable fluorinated ferrofluids.

![Scheme 1 Fluorinated ferrofluid prepared in two steps.](image-url)

The proper dispersion of iron oxide nanoparticles in a fluorinated oil involves: Step 1: adsorption of a perfluoropoly(ether) surfactant (Krytox™ 157-FSH) onto the nanoparticles and phase transfer into a fluorinated oil such as perfluoro-2-butyltetrahydrofuran (Fluorinert™ FC-75); Step 2: ligand exchange, and then chemical grafting (sol-gel reaction) of 1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorodecyltriethoxysilane (PFDT) directly onto the hydroxyl groups of the iron oxide surface. The two steps were performed in alkaline media (respectively ammonium hydroxide and tetramethylammonium hydroxide).
2 Experimental section

Preparation of a fluorinated ferrofluid

Synthesis of magnetic iron oxide nanoparticles

Magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) were prepared by coprecipitation of iron\(^{11}\) and iron\(^{12}\) salts in alkaline media followed by surface charge reversal in nitric acid and oxidation with iron nitrate according to Massart procedure.\(^{34}\) At first, 180 g of FeCl\(_2\)-4H\(_2\)O were mixed with 100 mL of HCl (37%) and 500 mL of deionised water. The mixture was stirred until complete dissolution of FeCl\(_2\). After addition of 365 mL of FeCl\(_3\) (45%) and 2 L of deionized water, 1 L of ammonia solution (28%) was added rapidly under vigorous stirring (800 rpm). The obtained magnetite particles were then collected after sedimentation on a strong magnet. After precipitate washing with water, 360 mL of nitric acid and 2 L of water were added. Then, 323 g of Fe(NO\(_3\))\(_3\)-9H\(_2\)O was added with 800 mL of water in order to oxidise the magnetite particles (Fe\(_3\)O\(_4\)) into maghemite (\(\gamma\)-Fe\(_2\)O\(_3\)). After sedimentation and washing, the addition of water leads to the formation of a stable aqueous ferrofluid. The obtained magnetic nanoparticles are dispersed in water due to their positive surface charge in acidic conditions. The synthesised nanoparticles were separated into two fractions of hydrodynamic sizes, respectively \(D_{90}=11\) nm (\(PDI=0.013\)) and \(D_{90}=36\) nm (\(PDI=0.024\)) following a size-sorting procedure based on the phase-separation by addition of electrolyte in excess to screen electrostatic repulsions.\(^{35}\) The smaller size fraction (SP aqueous ferrofluid) was used mainly for the study of the fluorinated coating, while the larger size fraction (LP aqueous ferrofluid) was used mainly for the study of the fluorinated surfactant-based ferrofluid in FC-75 (or another oil from the Fluorinert\textsuperscript{TM} series such as the less volatile FC-40). It was first hydrolysed and then condensed around the MNPs via a sol-gel process. The reaction occurred under basic conditions with tetramethyiammonium hydroxide (TMAOH, Sigma, 0.1 M) as catalyst. The mixture was placed under stirring (300 rpm) for 3 days at 343 K. The sample was washed several times with water, ethanol and acetone then isolated on a magnet in order to remove the un-reacted silane. MNPs were finally dried in a vacuum oven during 1 hour at 353 K and afterward dispersed in fluorinated oil FC-75 at a concentration of 300 g L\(^{-1}\), representing volume and weight fractions of respectively 6 vol\% (15 wt\%) of iron oxide according to the mass densities (respectively 5 g cm\(^{-3}\) for \(\gamma\)-Fe\(_2\)O\(_3\) and 1.77 g cm\(^{-3}\) for the fluorinated oil FC-75). After this second step, the ferrofluid referred to as “silanized ferrofluid” presents low values of viscosity and interfacial tension with a dilute solution of Carbopol\textsuperscript{TM} in water (\(\gamma=11\) mN m\(^{-1}\) as measured by a pendant drop experiment).

Fluorinated surfactant coating

At first, the MNPs were coated with a high molecular weight (7500 g mol\(^{-1}\) nominal, \(-5000–6000\) g mol\(^{-1}\) measured\(^{38}\)) perfluoro(poly(ether) end-functionalised with a carboxylic acid group (PFPE-COOH, Krytox\textsuperscript{TM} 157-FSH, Dupont), which enables transferring them from water to perfluoro-2-butylnitrohydrofuran (Fluorinert\textsuperscript{TM} FC-75, 3M) (see step 1 on Scheme 1). Krytox\textsuperscript{TM} 157-FSH was first mixed with ammonium hydroxide to form a carboxylate salt. The aqueous ferrofluid was afterwards directly added to this mixture (molar ratio \(n(\gamma\text{-Fe}_2\text{O}_3)/n(\text{PFPE})=30\)). In such conditions, the deprotonated carboxylic head-groups of Krytox\textsuperscript{TM} molecules bear a negative charge and adsorb onto the positively charged iron oxide surface. The obtained system was then washed several times with acetone in order to separate the Krytox\textsuperscript{TM}-covered MNPs from the polar mixture. Then, ethanol was added and the precipitate was collected after sedimentation on a strong permanent magnet. After three steps of washing with ethanol and acetone, fluorinated oil FC-75 was added to achieve a suspension around 4 wt\% and the residual solvents were eliminated by heating 1 hour at 353 K in an oven. After this drying step, the ferrofluid is referred to as “surfacted ferrofluid”. These surfacted-ferrofluids present a high viscosity (> 0.1 Pa s) incompatible with deposition through capillaries. This high viscosity is due to the relatively high viscosity of the FC75/Krytox\textsuperscript{TM} continuous phase. In addition, the interfacial tension \(\gamma\) between the ferrofluid and a dilute Carbopol\textsuperscript{TM} solution (\(\gamma=25\) mN m\(^{-1}\)) as measured using a pendant drop experiment on a pendant and sessile drop tensiometer Krüss\textsuperscript{TM} DSA100) seems too high to observe a deformation of the droplets under a magnetic field of reasonable intensity (i.e. of induction \(B\) less than 60 mT).

Ligand exchange and silanization

A second step of ligand exchange was performed in order to replace Krytox\textsuperscript{TM} 157-FSH surfactants by organofluorosilanes, with the purpose to graft them covalently onto the MNPs (step 2 on Scheme 1). The chosen fluoroalkylsilane, 1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorodecyltribloxy-silane (PFDTS, Sigma-Aldrich) was added in large excess (\(n(\text{PFDTS})/n(\text{PFPE})=12\)) directly to the surfactant-based ferrofluid in FC-75 (or another oil from the Fluorinert\textsuperscript{TM} series such as the less volatile FC-40). It was first hydrolysed and then condensed around the MNPs via a sol-gel process. The reaction occurred under basic conditions with tetramethyiammonium hydroxide (TMAOH, Sigma, 0.1 M) as catalyst. The mixture was placed under stirring (300 rpm) for 3 days at 343 K. The sample was washed several times with water, ethanol and acetone then isolated on a magnet in order to remove the un-reacted silane. MNPs were finally dried in a vacuum oven during 1 hour at 353 K and afterward dispersed in fluorinated oil FC-75 at a concentration of 300 g L\(^{-1}\), representing volume and weight fractions of respectively 6 vol\% (15 wt\%) of iron oxide according to the mass densities (respectively 5 g cm\(^{-3}\) for \(\gamma\)-Fe\(_2\)O\(_3\) and 1.77 g cm\(^{-3}\) for the fluorinated oil FC-75). After this second step, the ferrofluid referred to as “silanized ferrofluid” presents low values of viscosity and interfacial tension with a dilute solution of Carbopol\textsuperscript{TM} in water (\(\gamma=11\) mN m\(^{-1}\) as measured by a pendant drop experiment).

Preparation of the monodisperse magnetic emulsion

Aqueous gel

A yield-stress (Bingham) fluid was prepared by mixing 0.5 g of ramified sodium poly(acrylate) (Carbopol\textsuperscript{TM} 2050 ETG) with 100 mL of deionised water at 323 K. After 30 minutes of stirring at 170 rpm, the mixture was aged at room temperature during 40 min. Finally, 0.5 mL of NaOH at 10 M was added under vigorous stirring until pH reached 7±0.5. The gel was then diluted with deionised water to obtain a range of concentration comprised between 0.05 % and 0.5 % w/w then centrifuged at 6000 rpm in order to remove bubbles. Rheological measurements were performed on an AR2000 TA Instruments rheometer to determine the yield stress at different concentrations. The magnetic emulsions described in this paper were prepared in Carbopol\textsuperscript{TM} gels at 0.05 % w/w. In this case, the rheological curve exhibits a yield stress of 1.5 Pa.
Injection of ferrofluid in gel to prepare the emulsion
Using robotics, the fluorinated ferrofluids were injected through silica capillaries (coated by polyimide) directly into the aqueous gel. Silica capillaries with respective internal diameter (ID)/outer diameter (OD) of 40/105 µm and 75/150 µm purchased from Polymicro™ Technologies were inserted in corresponding sleeves of OD=1/16” (respectively F-237 and F-238, Upchurch™). The sleeve was inserted in a 10-32 PEEK nut with a 1/16” OD ferrule (Upchurch™) connected through a P-659 Luer-lock to a syringe.

As previously done for bubbly media, periodic rows of regularly spaced fluorinated ferrofluid droplets were deposited by a motorised motion of the capillary relatively to the gel. The magnetic fluorinated oil was continuously pushed into the aqueous gel by a 0-1.8 bar pressure generator (Elveflow™ AFI, Elvesys®, Paris, France). Motorised displacements of the plate led to the formation of aligned droplets. Samples made of series of drop lines suspended in the hydrogel were then transferred into the measurement cell (4×4×3 cm³) placed inside an electromagnet made of two solenoids (1000 turns each) connected in serial with a U-shape soft iron polar piece and an air gap of 4 cm. The magnetic induction B was measured by a LakeShore™ 425 Hall-probe gaussmeter.

Analytical methods
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
Transmission electron microscopy micrographs were recorded on 25 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) as previously done for bubbly media (Upchurch sleeve was inserted in a 10-turns each) connected in serial with a U-shape soft iron polar 20

ferrofluid droplets were deposited by a motorised motion of the capillary to the aqueous gel by a 0-1.8 bar pressure generator (Elveflow™ AFI, Elvesys®, Paris, France). Motorised displacements of the plate led to the formation of aligned droplets. Samples made of series of drop lines suspended in the hydrogel were then transferred into the measurement cell (4×4×3 cm³) placed inside an electromagnet made of two solenoids (1000 turns each) connected in serial with a U-shape soft iron polar piece and an air gap of 4 cm. The magnetic induction B was measured by a LakeShore™ 425 Hall-probe gaussmeter.

Infrared spectroscopy (ATR IR)
Infrared measurements were performed on a Bruker Tensor 27 FT-IR spectrometer using the Diamond attenuated total reflection method. Samples were analysed after drying during 1 h in a vacuum oven at 353 K. The IR spectra were recorded in the wave number range 800–4000 cm⁻¹.

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)
A VG Scientific 220 i-XL ESCALAB spectrometer was used for the MNPs surface analysis (at a maximal depth of 10 nm) with a non-monochromatised MgKα source (hv = 1253.6 eV) at 130 W (13 kV and 10 mA). A pressure of 10⁻⁷ Pa was maintained in the chamber during analysis. The analysed area was about 150 µm in diameter. The full spectra (0-1150 eV) were obtained with constant pass energy of 150 eV and high resolution spectra at constant pass energy of 40 eV. Charge neutralisation was required for all insulating samples. The peaks were referenced to Si2p, maximum shifted at 103.5 (± 0.1) eV. High resolution spectra were fitted and quantified using the AVANTAGE software provided by ThermoFisher Scientific.

Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS)
DLS measurements were performed using a nanoparticle size analyser Vasco™ DL135 (Cordouan Technologies, Pessac, France) equipped with a diode laser operating at a 650 nm wavelength at 30% of full power, and a photodiode detector collecting backscattered light at an angle of 135°. For each sample, intensity measurements were carried out at 298 K in a multi-acquisition mode implying 20 correlograms. Nanoparticles Z-average diameters and polydispersity indexes (PDI) were obtained by fitting each correlogram with the 2nd order Cumulants algorithm. The time interval and number of channels were fixed for each measurement at 11 and 1000 µs respectively. Size distribution histograms were generated after each acquisition using the Pade-Laplace inversion algorithm. After accumulation of 20 curves, the obtained histograms were fitted with a log-normal function. Hydrodynamic size histograms obtained by the Cumulants and Pade-Laplace analyses were compared.

Volume fraction measurements
At first, MNPs were diluted, either in dilute HNO₃ (at pH 2) for aqueous ferrofluids or fluorinated oils for the fluorinated ferrofluids (FC-40 or FC-75). They were then analysed by UV-Vis. UV-Vis spectra were recorded in quartz cuvettes on a Molecular devices spectrophotometer SpectraMax™ between 240 and 800 nm by step of 4 nm. Molar concentrations were determined by fitting a calibration curve and converted into volume fractions using the tabulated mass densities. Another method based on direct mass density measurement was employed for highly concentrated suspensions for which the volume was impossible to control with a micropipette. In that case, a plastic tubing of given length and diameter was simply weighted using a precision balance in order to determine the mass density. Then, the MNPs volume fraction ϕ was computed from the apparent mass density ρ = ϕ · ρ_mnp + (1-ϕ) · ρ_liquid where ρ_mnp = 5 g·cm⁻³ and ρ_FC-75 = 1.77 g·cm⁻³ are the mass densities of iron oxide and of the FC-75 oil, respectively.

Small angle neutron scattering (SANS)
SANS curves were recorded on the PACE spectrometer at the LLB-CEA Saclay neutron facility, France. The scattering wave vector q ranged from 0.00243 Å⁻¹ to 0.37 Å⁻¹ thanks to the use of 3 different configurations: “small-q range” (sample-to detector distance D = 4.7 m, neutron wavelength λ = 17 Å), “medium-q range” (D = 3 m and λ = 6 Å), and “large-q range” (D = 1 m and λ = 6 Å). The samples analysed in 1 mm-thick quartz cuvettes exhibited low incoherent background do to their low hydrogen content. The curves were converted into absolute intensity unit (cm⁻¹) using calibration by standards (subtraction by empty cell content). The values of neutron scattering length density (SLD) were calculated using chemical formulas and tabulated values of the atomic neutron scattering lengths. These SLD values were 6.98, 2.1, and 3.84×10⁻¹⁰ cm⁻³ respectively for γ-Fe₂O₃, PFDTs, and FC-75.

Superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID)
Magnetisation curves were recorded at room temperature using a Quantum Design™ MPMSXL SQUID magnetometer from 0 to 7 T. MNPs were diluted at 1% vol in HNO₃ pH 2 for aqueous ferrofluids or in FC-75 for fluorinated ferrofluids. A wet mass around 1 mg of each sample (including solvent) was weighted precisely in an impermeable bag sealed at the end of a plastic straw inserted inside the magnet hole. The diamagnetic contribution of the solvent was fitted by a negative slope line (dominant at high field) subtracted from the total curve to yield the contribution of the MNPs only.

3 Results and discussion
Sizes and colloidal stability of MNPs in fluorinated oils

The size and colloidal stability in fluorinated oils was assessed by DLS (Table 1). Two kinds of fluorinated nanoparticles were prepared in this work. They were noted ‘surfacted’ after coating with the Krytox™ surfactant (step 1 on Scheme 1) and ‘silanized’ after grafting with the PFDTs silane (step 2 on Scheme 1). Sample 1 was prepared from an aqueous ferrofluid of larger nanoparticles noted ‘aqueous LP’ and used to produce magnetic emulsions in gels whereas Sample 2 was prepared from ‘aqueous SP’ and used for the SANS experiment described further. The different size measurements performed on the two samples at the various steps of the coating procedure are given in Table 1.

Table 1 Hydrodynamic (DLS) and physical (TEM) diameters of the nanoparticles for several prepared ferrofluids

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>LP (Sample 1)</th>
<th></th>
<th>SP (Sample 2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cumulants&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Pade-Laplace&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>TEM analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Z-ave (nm)</td>
<td>PDI</td>
<td>&lt;D&gt; (nm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aqueous</td>
<td>36.5</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>35.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surfaced</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>79.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silanized</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>51.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Cumulants&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Pade-Laplace&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>TEM analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Z-ave (nm)</td>
<td>PDI</td>
<td>&lt;D&gt; (nm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aqueous</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>10.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surfaced</td>
<td>91.5</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>99.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silanized</td>
<td>56.2</td>
<td>0.065</td>
<td>57.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> 2<sup>nd</sup> order cumulant fit (Z-average diameter and polydispersity index) and <sup>b</sup> Pade-Laplace fit (mean diameter, coefficient of variation) of the DLS correlograms for aqueous, Krytox™-‘surfacted’ and PFDTs-‘silanized’ ferrofluids. Sample 1 was prepared from the large fraction (aqueous LP). Sample 2 was prepared from the smaller size fraction (aqueous SP).

<sup>c</sup> NM: not measured.

The two methods used to analyse the DLS data lead to roughly the same average particles diameters and broadness of the distribution (the values of PDI and CV being clearly correlated). After step 1 (coating with Krytox™), the ‘surfacted’ nanoparticles remain dispersed and stable but exhibit a significant size and size-dispersion increase (Z-average hydrodynamic diameters respectively of 68 and 92 nm for the two batches LP and SP, PDI respectively 0.07 and 0.09). This result indicates that the MNPs tend to aggregate when coated with the fluorinated surfactant Krytox™ 157-FSH. After step 2 (chemical grafting of perfluorinated organosilane at the particles surface), one observes a decrease of the sizes of MNPs and of the polydispersity index that reveals an improved colloidal stability and a narrower size distribution. The mean diameter of the MNPs and its coefficient of variation (CV), both calculated by fitting the Pade-Laplace histogram with a log-normal distribution law, show the same evolution. The results exhibit a large CV difference between surfacted and grafted ferrofluids. Figure 1 shows the evolution of the hydrodynamic diameter for three different samples before and after grafting with PFDTS. In all cases, each ‘silanized’ ferrofluid presents a lower hydrodynamic diameter and a sharper distribution than the corresponding ‘surfacted’ ferrofluid.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)

The MNPs were also directly imaged by TEM (Fig. 2). The sizes of the MNPs deduced by image analysis of these pictures are given in Table 1.

The sizes by TEM are much smaller than those deduced by DLS, which indicates that the magnetic cores observed individually on the TEM pictures form clusters of several nanoparticles when suspended in a liquid. To represent the size-dispersion, the histograms of the diameters d obtained by DLS (Fig. 1) or TEM (Fig. 2) were all fitted by a log-normal distribution law of median value d<sub>0</sub> and characteristic breadth σ, as written below.

\[
P(d) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi}\sigma d} \exp \left[ -\frac{1}{2\sigma^2} \left( \ln \frac{d}{d_0} \right)^2 \right]
\]

(1)

On a logarithmic scale such as the horizontal axis of Fig. 1, this distribution looks like a Normal law, σ being the standard deviation of ln(d). Then, the moments of the distribution can be easily calculated. In particular the number-averaged (d<sub>n</sub>) and volume-averaged (d<sub>v</sub>) diameters are obtained respectively by following formulas.

\[
d_n = <d> = d_0 \cdot \exp \left( \sigma^2 / 2 \right)
\]

(2)

\[
d_v = <d^2> / <d>^2 = d_0 \cdot \exp \left( 7\sigma^2 / 2 \right)
\]

(3)
Small angle neutron scattering (SANS)

The effect of the different coatings on the colloidal stability of the MNP dispersion in FC-75 oil was further studied by SANS with the nanoparticles of smaller sizes (sample 2). The intensity curve of the PFDTs-silanized MNPs (Fig. 4) was well fitted by the form factor of a polydisperse suspension of core-shell particles modelled by an inorganic core radius $R_0=2.34$ nm (Log-normal dispersion of standard width $\sigma=0.33$, SLD of $\gamma$-Fe$_2$O$_3$) wrapped by a silicon-rich shell of thickness $t_0=1.45$ nm (polydispersity $\sigma=0.64$, SLD of PFDTs) suspended in a medium with the theoretical SLD of the FC-75 oil. Near the lowest scattering vectors $q$, the Guinier approximation enables to measure a radius of gyration $R_G=5.1$ nm compatible with individually dispersed MNPs. On the contrary, the curve for the Krytox$^\text{TM}$-surfacted ferrofluid could not be fitted simply by a core-shell form factor, presumably due to the contribution of cross-particle correlations (structure factor due to attractions). In that case, the Guinier plot leads to a gyration radius $R_G=29$ nm, attesting the presence of finite sized aggregates of MNPs. From these SANS experiments, we deduce that the grafting of a fluoroalkylsilane onto the MNPs greatly improved the quality of the dispersion in the fluorinated oil compared to mere adsorption of a fluorinated surfactant.

Spectroscopic study of the chemical grafting onto iron oxide

ATR IR spectroscopy

The efficiency of the grafting reaction was assessed by FT-IR spectroscopy. We display the spectra in three different regions (800–1400 cm$^{-1}$, 1500–2000 cm$^{-1}$, and 2500–4000 cm$^{-1}$) in order to ease the discussion on all the information that can be deduced. Evidence for the surfactant adsorption at the surface of the MNPs (step 1) can be deduced from the comparison of the spectra of pure Krytox$^\text{TM}$ 157-FSH and of the Krytox$^\text{TM}$-surfacted ferrofluid (Fig. 5: Spectra A and B). The IR spectrum of pure Krytox$^\text{TM}$ 157-FSH contains a large band at 980 cm$^{-1}$ (band (a) on Fig. 5) characteristic of the stretching of CF$_3$ bonds in the fluoropropylene oxide groups of the perfluoro-poly(ether) backbone. The broad band at 1117 cm$^{-1}$ is ascribed to C-O stretching mode (b). Absorption bands at 1180, 1200 and 1230 cm$^{-1}$ correspond to different stretching modes of CF$_x$ groups (c).
The band at 1780 cm\(^{-1}\) (d) is assigned to carbonyl stretching of carboxylic acid.\(^4\) For Krytox\(^\text{TM}\)-surfaced ferrofluid, band (d) is replaced after step 1 by three new bands at 1680 (e), 1630 (f) and 1540 cm\(^{-1}\) (g) respectively attributed to ammonium carboxylate salt of Krytox\(^\text{TM}\), asymmetric and symmetric COO\(^-\) stretching. These bands indicate that the Krytox\(^\text{TM}\) carboxylate moiety is chemisorbed onto the metal oxide through bidentate chelating interaction.\(^44-46\)

Fig. 5 ATR-IR spectra of Krytox\(^\text{TM}\) 157-FSH (spectrum A) and of Krytox\(^\text{TM}\)-surfaced MNPs (spectrum B) in two wave number ranges. The letters indicate absorption peaks discussed in text.

Now comparing spectra of PFDTDS before and after hydrolysis and condensation (Fig. 6: spectra C and D), the spectrum of un-hydrolysed PFDTDS silane (D) presents a group of three peaks at 2980, 2933 and 2892 cm\(^{-1}\) (h) that can be attributed to the C-H stretching from the CH\(_2\) and O-CH\(_2\)-CH\(_3\) groups of PFDTDS. The broad peak observed at 959 cm\(^{-1}\) (i) is characteristic of the Si-OEt bonds. After hydrolysis-condensation, (spectrum C), the intensities of bands (h) and (i) decrease strongly, thus confirming almost total hydrolysis of PFDTDS. Indeed, upon hydrolysis, the O-CH\(_2\)-CH\(_3\) groups initially present on the PFDTDS molecules are transformed into CH\(_3\)-CH\(_2\)-OH and no longer contribute to the signal of band (h). A new broad band appears at 3340 cm\(^{-1}\) (j) corresponding to the O-H stretching mode of H-bonded silanol groups, which shows that condensation is not complete in the bulk system. Spectrum (C) presents three peaks at 1020, 1070 and 1112 cm\(^{-1}\) (k) that can be attributed to the formation of siloxane bonds Si-O-Si.\(^47\) The other bands observed at 1143, 1200 and 1230 cm\(^{-1}\) (l) are characteristic of the -CF\(_2\) stretching modes.\(^48\)

Fig. 6 ATR-IR spectra of hydrolysed and condensed PFDTDS (spectrum C) and of un-hydrolysed PFDTDS (spectrum D) in two wave-number ranges. The letters indicate absorption peaks discussed in text.

Finally, on the spectrum of ‘silanized’ MNPs (Fig. 7: spectrum E), the almost total disappearance of band (j) observed after grafting onto the MNPs indicates a good condensation of the silica species around the MNPs.\(^49\) Besides, the bands of CH\(_2\) groups of PFDTDS are still detected (h), which indicates the presence of fluoroisole of the MNPs surface. Adsorption due to fluorinated chains (l) partially overlap the band at 1070 cm\(^{-1}\) (k) associated with the formation of the Si-O-Si network. The presence of the bands at 1070 and 1112 cm\(^{-1}\) (k) indicates a high degree of condensation of silica species.\(^47\) By comparing spectra (A) and (E) (pure Krytox\(^\text{TM}\) vs. ‘silanized’ MNPs), a strong decrease of the intense band (c) at 1230 cm\(^{-1}\) is observed compared to the spectrum of pure Krytox\(^\text{TM}\). This is due to the global decrease of the number of CF\(_x\) groups as the perfluoropoly(ether) Krytox\(^\text{TM}\) is replaced by the much shorter PFDTDS molecule. However, the lower but still present band (a) observed in spectrum (E) indicates that Krytox\(^\text{TM}\) is still not completely removed even after several washing steps.

Fig. 7 ATR-IR spectra of Krytox\(^\text{TM}\) 157-FSH (spectrum A), PFDTDS powder (spectrum C), and PFDTDS-coated MNPs (spectrum E). The letters indicate absorption peaks discussed in text.

XPS spectroscopy

In order to prove the successful grafting of PFDTDS onto MNPs, samples were also analysed by XPS. Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 present the evolution of XPS spectra of C\(_{1s}\) and O\(_{1s}\) sub-regions of respectively the Krytox\(^\text{TM}\)-surfaced and the PFDTDS-silanized ferrofluids. The corresponding surface elemental concentrations are presented on Table 2.

Fig. 8 De-convoluted XPS spectra in the C\(_{1s}\) region for a) the Krytox\(^\text{TM}\)-surfacted ferrofluid, and b) the PFDTDS-silanized ferrofluid. Peaks noted with (*) are artefacts ascribed to satellites of the non monochromatic source of X-rays. The formulas represent molecules before reaction.

In the C\(_{1s}\) region (Fig. 8a), the de-convoluted XPS spectrum of the Krytox\(^\text{TM}\)-surfacted ferrofluid presents three peaks at 2920, 2892 and 2883 cm\(^{-1}\) attributed to carbon in CF\(_3\), CF\(_2\) and CF groups of Krytox\(^\text{TM}\). The peak (4) at 288 eV is assigned to carbon of carboxylate groups. After grafting of PFDTDS onto the MNPs (Fig. 8b), a new peak at 285 eV reveals the presence of carbon in alkyl chains of PFDTDS,\(^50\) such CH\(_2\) groups being absent in the Krytox\(^\text{TM}\) perfluoropoly(ether). The strong decrease of the intensity of the peak at 294 eV indicates that Krytox\(^\text{TM}\) is almost entirely eliminated.
In the O\textsubscript{1s} region (Fig. 9), the XPS spectrum of Kryto\textsuperscript{TM} surfacted ferrofluid exhibits two peaks at 530.2 eV and 535.1 eV attributed respectively to oxygen in γ-Fe\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} environment and in 5 perfluoropropylene oxide groups of Kryto\textsuperscript{TM}. The deconvoluted XPS-spectrum of the O\textsubscript{1s} region of ‘silanized’ ferrofluid shows that after grafting, the O\textsubscript{1s} peak corresponding to oxygen from maghemite practically disappears in favour of a new peak at 532 eV. This peak at +2 eV is generally attributed to the formation of Si-O bonds and the peak at 531.2 eV, obtained after deconvolution, is assigned to the formation of Fe-O-Si bonds.\textsuperscript{51} The strong intensity decrease of the peak at 535 eV, assigned to the oxygen in the perfluoropoly(ether) chains, indicates that Kryto\textsuperscript{TM} is almost entirely eliminated during the washing steps. The disappearance of the peak at 530 eV after silanization is correlated to a silica coating around the MNPs. Moreover, the concentration of iron atoms on the surface of MNPs (Table 2) decreases strongly from 1.7 to 0.4 after grafting whereas the concentration of Si reaches 3%. The elemental concentrations measured for the silanized-ferrofluid are extremely closed to those calculated for the pure PFDTS powder. These observations are consistent with the formation of a dense silica shell, which attenuates the photoelectrons and almost totally hides the iron atoms at the surface of the MNPs.

**Magnetic properties of the suspensions in fluorinated oils**

The magnetisation curves of PFDTS-silanized MNPs (sample 1, LP) were obtained from superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) magnetometry measurements at 300K (Fig. 10). After subtracting the diamagnetic contribution of the solvent, the magnetisation curve \(M(H)\) follows a Langevin law describing the progressive orientation of the magnetic moments along the magnetic field followed by their saturation at a plateau value \(M_s\). This saturation magnetisation reads \(M_s = \phi \cdot m_{spe}\), where \(m_{spe}\) is the specific magnetisation approximately equal to \(3\times10^5\) A.m\textsuperscript{-1} for colloidal maghemite nanoparticles and \(\phi\) is the MNPs volume fraction (the magnetisation being defined as the volume density of magnetic moments).\textsuperscript{35} This superparamagnetic behaviour in the liquid state direct evidences that the silanization reaction at the surface of the MNPs enabled their stabilisation against aggregation up to a magnetic field induction as high as 7 T.

![Fig. 10](image-url)  
(a) Magnetisation curve of the PFDTS-silanized ferrofluid sample 1 (LP) in FC-75 (\(\phi = 1\%\) v/v) by SQUID normalised by the saturation value at high field; inset: Log-normal distribution of magnetic inorganic core diameters: by number (black line) and by volume (red line); b) Magnetisation curve on a log-log plot to highlight the fit quality at low field. The value of saturation magnetisation (plateau value) is \(M_s = \phi \cdot m_{spe}\), where the value of specific magnetisation is \(m_{spe} = 3\times10^5\) A.m\textsuperscript{-1} (300 emu.cm\textsuperscript{-3} in CGS units) and \(\phi = 1\%\) is the volume fraction of iron oxide in the suspension.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surface elemental concentration (%)</th>
<th>Si\textsubscript{2p}</th>
<th>O\textsubscript{1s}</th>
<th>C\textsubscript{1s}</th>
<th>Fe\textsubscript{3p}</th>
<th>Fe\textsubscript{2p}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>γ-Fe\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} control \textsuperscript{a}</td>
<td>2.06</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>27.19</td>
<td>4.34</td>
<td>15.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surfacted-ferrofluid</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>11.16</td>
<td>27.57</td>
<td>59.19</td>
<td>1.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silanized-ferrofluid</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>6.22</td>
<td>29.01</td>
<td>61.24</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFDTS powder \textsuperscript{a}</td>
<td>4.19</td>
<td>6.35</td>
<td>30.24</td>
<td>59.22</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{a} possibly contaminated by PFDTS; \textsuperscript{b} after hydrolysis-condensation.

![Fig. 9](image-url)  
Fig. 9 XPS spectra in the O\textsubscript{1s} region for Kryto\textsuperscript{TM} surfacted ferrofluid (black line), PFDTS-silanized ferrofluid (red line) and deconvolution of XPS spectrum of PFDTS-silanized ferrofluid (dotted line).
The inset of Fig. 10 a) shows the particle size distribution by number and by volume. The number-averaged diameter \( d_{n,\text{SQUID}} = 6.7 \text{ nm} \) is determined by eqn (2), whereas the volume-averaged diameter \( d_{v,\text{SQUID}} = 11.4 \text{ nm} \) is calculated by eqn (3). These two values are both smaller than those obtained by TEM images analysis (\( d_{n,\text{TEM}} = 10.2 \text{ nm} \) and \( d_{v,\text{TEM}} = 19.1 \text{ nm} \)). This difference is ascribed to the reported presence of a nonmagnetic dead layer around ferrite MNPs\(^{33-55}\) and to the silicon-rich shell that is visible on the TEM images but does not contribute to the magnetic properties.

**Preparation of monodisperse magnetic emulsions as medium for acoustic measurements**

To evidence great potential applications of silanized fluorinated ferrofluids to control the propagation of ultrasounds, we prepared narrowly size-dispersed emulsions in a water-based Carbopol\(^{\text{TM}}\) yield-stress matrix, whose interest is to oppose to the settlement of droplets by gravity (fluorinated oils being much denser than aqueous media). We show here results obtained with an emulsion prepared with the LP ‘silanized’ ferrofluid (sample 1) composed of MNPs with a hydrodynamic diameter of 51 nm (PDI = 0.05). TEM micrographs of ‘silanized’ sample 1 showed magnetic core sizes of 9.3 ± 3.4 nm. A volume fraction of maghemite \( \phi = 6 \% \) in the ferrofluid was determined using UV-spectroscopy and mass density measurement. To check the ability of the ferrofluid droplets to be deformed by a magnetic field, droplets of diameter around 200 \( \text{µm} \) were suspended in the Carbopol\(^{\text{TM}}\) gel at 0.05 % w/w.

**Response of a single droplet to an applied magnetic field**

The droplet elongation under a magnetic field is characterized by its aspect ratio \( a/b \), where \( a \) and \( b \) are respectively the long and short axes of the ellipsoidal shape, measured as a function of the applied induction \( B \). From Fig. 11a, it appears that the aspect ratio can reach up to 2.5 for an external field induction \( B \) of 45 mT.

\[ B_m = \frac{P_m}{\Delta P_L} \frac{\mu_0 r_0 M^2}{\gamma} \]  

(4)

where \( \mu_0 = 4\pi \times 10^{-7} \text{ kg} \cdot \text{m}^{-1} \cdot \text{A}^{-2} \cdot \text{s}^{-2} \) is the magnetic permeability of vacuum, \( \gamma \) is the interfacial tension between the ferrofluid and the surrounding fluid (here the aqueous yield-stress gel), and the values of magnetisation \( M \) were obtained from the SQUID measurement curve \( M/M_s \) vs. \( B \) at low field (inset of Fig. 11b) with \( M_s = \phi \cdot m_{\text{spec}} \) where \( \phi = 6 \% \) and \( m_{\text{spec}} = 3 \times 10^5 \text{ A} \cdot \text{m}^{-1} \).

The droplet radius \( r_0 = (3V/4\pi)^{1/3} \) is measured at 104 \( \mu\text{m} \) from the volume \( V \) that remained constant within 1 % when plotting \( V = 4\pi a b^2/3 \) whatever the applied field strength (data not shown). The values of \( B_m \) were calculated using \( M \) values corresponding to each magnetic field applied to elongate the droplet represented as a function of the magnetic Bond number \( B_m \) defined as 4 times the ratio of the magnetic pressure acting on the interface at the two poles by the Laplace pressure of the initially spherical droplet. The linear fit (slope \( \pi/2 \), intercept 1) is a theoretical prediction at low deformation.\(^{35}\) Inset: enlargement at low field of the reduced magnetization relatively to the saturation \( M/M_s \) vs. induction \( B \). This reduced plot of the SQUID data measured at a \( \phi=1 \% \) enables calculating the magnetization at any volume fraction \( \phi \) of the same magnetic nanoparticles, in particular the emulsion droplet in the gel using the calculated saturation magnetization \( M_s = \phi \cdot m_{\text{spec}} \) with \( m_{\text{spec}} = 3 \times 10^5 \text{ A} \cdot \text{m}^{-1} \), e.g. \( M_s = 1.8 \times 10^4 \text{ A} \cdot \text{m}^{-1} \) for \( \phi = 6 \% \).

The deformation of an isolated ferrofluid droplet by a magnetic field was studied several decades ago both theoretically\(^{56}\) and experimentally.\(^{57}\) The model is very robust and has been verified by experimental studies on aqueous biphasic ferrofluids\(^{58,59}\) and on non-aqueous, e.g. silicone,\(^{60}\) ferrofluid droplets. Figure 11b shows another representation of the axial aspect ratio \( a/b \) of the ferrofluid droplet as a function of the magnetic Bond number \( B_m \).

This adimensional number compares the magnetic pressure \( P_m \) acting on the interface between the ferrofluid droplet and the non-magnetic gel to the Laplace pressure \( \Delta P_L \) arising from the curvature of the initial droplet:

\[ B_m = \frac{P_m}{\Delta P_L} \frac{\mu_0 r_0 M^2}{\gamma} \]  

(4)
droplet of PFDTs-silanized ferrofluid. We observed that the axial aspect ratio \(a/b\) varies perfectly linearly with \(B_m\). Such linearity is generally observed at low \(B_m\) values, typically for aspect ratios below 3. \(^5\) Introducing a theory of the deformation of magnetic droplets at any \(B_m\) values, Tsebers \(^6\) showed that at low deformation, when the eccentricity of the ellipsoidal shape, defined by \(e = \sqrt{1 - b^2/a^2}\), tends towards zero, then the magnetic Bond number varies as:

\[
B_m \approx e^2 / \pi
\]  

(5)

When \(e \to 0\), one approximates \(a/b = (1 - e^2)^{-0.5} \approx 1 + 0.5e^2\), thus we deduce the equation giving the aspect ratio variation in the linear regime:

\[
a / b \approx 1 + \frac{\pi}{2} B_m
\]  

(6)

By fitting the experimental plot of \(a/b\) vs. \(B_m\) with a line of slope \(\pi/2\) and intercept 1, we get the value \(\gamma = 11.8\) mN·m\(^{-1}\) for the interfacial tension, in excellent agreement with the interfacial tension \(\gamma = 11\) mN·m\(^{-1}\) measured by the pendant drop method. The Laplace pressure difference \(\Delta P_L = 2\gamma / r_0\) between the interior of the initially spherical droplet and the gel is estimated at \(\Delta P_L = 230\) Pa with the interfacial tension deduced previously. Therefore, even if the applied field is at its lowest value corresponding to \(B_m = 0.04\), the pressure acting on the magnetic poles of the droplet is estimated at \(P_m \approx 0.01 \times 230 = 2.3\) Pa. This value is slightly above the yield stress of the gel (measured value of 1.5 Pa). We can thus conclude that the applied magnetic pressure overcomes the yield stress of the water-based gel, which allows fluid motion around the droplet accompanying its deformation. In the opposite situation when the droplet is elongated and the magnetic field is switched off, the slow shape relaxation kinetics can be ascribed to a pressure gap between the poles and the equator of the ellipsoid lower than \(P_m\) acting when the field was on, but still sufficient to cause the flow of the gel (i.e. above the yield stress).

**Monodisperse magnetic emulsions in water-based gel**

The silanized fluorinated ferrofluid was injected through a silica capillary (with internal diameter \(ID\) of 40 or 75 \(\mu\)m) into the gel (Carbopol™ 0.05 % w/w) under a controlled pressure. \(^\text{14, 38}\) The deposition was obtained by motorised translation of the plate at a speed of 1 mm·s\(^{-1}\) (Fig. 12) for the smaller capillary or 10 mm·s\(^{-1}\) for the larger one. The yield stress of the Carbopol™ gel was measured at 1.5 Pa for a concentration of 0.05 % w/w by standard rheological measurement (cone-plan AR2000 rheometer). We calculated that fluorinated ferrofluid droplets (mass density \(d = 1.9\) g·cm\(^{-3}\)) can stay suspended as long as their diameter remains lower than 250 \(\mu\)m (balancing the hydrostatic pressure \(P_h = 2/3\rho_g g r^2\) with the yield stress). The sizes of the emulsion droplets were measured on optical images. The mean diameter and coefficient of variation \(CV\) (ratio of the standard width to the mean value, assuming Gaussian distribution) were deduced from these measurements on a large statistics. The conclusion is that nearly monodisperse magnetic emulsions can be produced by this method, an example being presented on Fig. 12.

**Acoustic properties**

These emulsions were analysed by multiple-echo ultrasound spectroscopy acquired with a piezoelectric transducer of 5 MHz central frequency stuck directly on the measurement cell. Fig. 13 shows the evolution of the attenuation coefficient \(\alpha\) vs. frequency curves for magnetic inductions of 0, 20, and 40 mT. Under a zero magnetic field, the attenuation spectrum exhibits several peaks at specific frequencies, in accordance with previous results obtained for pure (non magnetic) fluorocarbon emulsions of \(CV \approx 5\%\). \(^38\) These attenuation peaks result from Mie resonances created by the sound-speed contrast existing between the host matrix and the fluorinated ferrofluid droplets.

When a magnetic field was applied perpendicularly to the direction of acoustic wave propagation, these attenuation peaks were shifted towards higher frequencies. This evolution is explained by the change of the shape of the ferrofluid droplets from spheres to ellipsoids, in that case elongated perpendicularly to the US wave propagation vector. Qualitatively, the dimension
of the droplets probed by the ultrasounds becomes smaller, thus the resonance frequencies become higher. A quantitative description of this effect with a complete fitting of the spectra under varying magnetic field strengths and directions is the subject of another article.\textsuperscript{15}

4 Conclusions

In summary, we described a chemical route based on aqueous coprecipitation synthesis, perfluoropoly(ether) surfactant coating, ligand exchange and sol-gel reaction to achieve a stable fluorinated ferrofluid. After silanization, the MNPs coated by a thin fluorinated silica shell can be dispersed individually in any fluorinated oil. The obtained dispersions of silanized-MNPs exhibiting a high colloidal stability and low viscosity were used to prepare monodisperse emulsions in a water-based Bingham gel with a microfluidic injection device. The lower viscosity compared to a mere ‘surfaced’ ferrofluid is ascribed to the replacement of the macromolecular surfactant with a thin layer of much shorter perfluorosilane, since in the denomination Krytox\textsuperscript{TM} 157-FSH, the H letter means “high viscosity”). Concerning the decrease of interfacial tension $\gamma$ with the aqueous phase, this might be a consequence of the ligand-exchange that causes desorption of the surfactant from the iron oxide surface and adsorption of a small fraction of Krytox\textsuperscript{TM} still remaining after the washing steps (as seen by FT-IR and XPS spectroscopy) at the fluorinated oil/water interface. Such a reducing effect of $\gamma$ was indeed also noticed with another fluorinated surfactant, Dupont Zonyl\textsuperscript{TM} FSO (data not shown).

The droplet shape elongates along the direction of the applied magnetic field. These reversible deformations can be perfectly controlled by modulating the magnetic field induction. Acoustic measurements have shown that these emulsions behave as a “resonant material” exhibiting attenuation peaks at specific frequencies in the Mie scattering regime. By applying a magnetic field, we can tune the resonant acoustic response of such a scattering medium in a reversible manner. By varying the magnetic field from to 0 to 40 mT, we can precisely control the attenuation frequency and the attenuation coefficient of the material. The droplets described here have a radius around 100 $\mu$m, while typical diameters of “microbubbles” used as contrast agents in ultra-sonography are rather in the 1–10 µm range, i.e. not larger than red blood cells, to avoid clogging of blood vessels or kidney. Nevertheless, magnetic emulsions allow convenient size selection using a method based on their sensitivity to an external magnetic field, by forming dipolar chains preferably made of droplets of analogous diameter, and that can be separated by a field strength gradient.\textsuperscript{61, 62} Starting from a polydisperse magnetic emulsion, this size-grading method can lead to monodisperse emulsions with target sizes ranging from the sub-micrometric up to the millimetric range, thus opening the way to acoustic applications from the audible (20 Hz – 20 kHz) to the US regime (100 kHz – 10 MHz). The locally resonant emulsions described in this article appear to be the constitutive brick elements for the preparation of tuneable acoustic materials.\textsuperscript{63}
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